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CAMON Rotavators are the most popular in the UK today.  Offering unbeatable 
performance and reliability, there is a machine for every customer.
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For chipping and shredding of prunings and branches to splitting logs and removing tree stumps, 
the CAMON range of equipment for green waste management is all you need.
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p14 - Log Splitters and Circular Saw
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Whether you are wanting to aerate, scarify or completely remove turf, there is a machine in this 
range for total lawn and turf care.
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p10 - TC07 Turf Cutter
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With a range of Brushcutters, Lawnmowers and Hedgetrimmers, there is a machine for all 
cutting and clearing tasks.
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One-Man and Two-Man Hole Borers with a choice of augers.
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About Tracmaster

We are committed to maintaining 
top quality products and service 
to our customers.  Our expertise 
is second-to-none and our 
continuous investment in research 
and development ensures that 
our products are constantly at the 
cutting edge.

We are very proud that our CAMON 
equipment is the first choice for 
so many customers; professional 
landscapers, contractors, conservation 
groups, local authorities, hire outlets, 
and domestic users across the UK 

and Ireland all choose CAMON over 
and above alternative products.  Our 
rotavators are the market leaders and 
the best-selling in the UK.

The quality of the CAMON range 
speaks for itself.  Machines that are 
built to last and produce outstanding 
results, and at competitive prices.

The range includes ground cultivation 
equipment, chippers and shredders, 
lawncare equipment, brushcutters, 
lawnmowers, hedgetrimmers, and 
hole borers.

Since 1984, Tracmaster has also been 
the sole UK distributor for the BCS 
ranges of Two Wheel Tractors, Power 
Scythes and Professional Mowers, 
ensuring that these machines have 
also become market leaders with a 
reputation as the best in their field.

Established in 1984, Tracmaster specialises in the manufacture and supply of the 
BCS and CAMON ranges of landscape, groundcare and conservation machinery.
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C6 Rotavator

Built with the same strength as the larger machines in 
the range, the C6 is a very well balanced rotavator that still 
packs a punch.

The C6 is suitable for kitchen gardens, allotments, flower 
borders and any area that more compact unit is needed.

C8 Rotavator

The CAMON C8 Rotavator is our best-selling rotavator 
and has over the years become the first choice for hire 
companies and landscapers throughout the UK. Key to its 
success is the combination of the powerful GX270 Honda 
engine with its compact size.  Ideal for hire companies, 
allotment owners, gardeners and landscapers, the C8 will 
provide a great finish even in previously uncultivated ground.

Rotavators
CAMON Rotavators now feature the new 
PowerSafe® clutch.

This patented hydraulic system gives the 
operator instant control over the machine and 
implement to ensure maximum safety at all 
times, needs no maintenance or adjustment, 
and is supported by a 5-year warranty.

C10 Rotavator

The CAMON C10 Rotavator features a locking differential 
and large wheels providing easier manoeuvring and also 
giving you increased traction when you need it.

If you are looking for a compact rotavator with a large 
working width and plenty of power then the C10 is the ideal 
choice.

C13 Rotavator

The C13 is our most popular large rotavator.  As well as a locking 
differential it also has the added benefit of steering brakes, 
making it simple to manoeuvre.  It features a large 66cm working 
width and a choice of the class leading GX390 Honda engine and 
Yanmar L100 diesel engine ensuring it will tackle the toughest 
jobs.  The C13 is also the most versatile machine in the range, not 
only a rotavator, it can also operate over 25 other attachments 
from flail mowers to snow blowers.
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Specifications
C6 C8 C10 C13 C15D

Engine Subaru EX21 petrol Honda GX270 petrol
Honda GX270 petrol Honda GX390 petrol Lombardini 15LD350 diesel

Lombardini 15LD350 diesel Yanmar L100 diesel As above but electric start

Working Width 460mm (18”) 520mm (20”) 660mm (26”) 660mm (26”) 850mm (34”)

Working Depth 200mm (8”) 229mm (9”) 229mm (9”) 229mm (9”) 229mm (9”)

Speeds 1 forward & 1 reverse 1 forward & 1 reverse 2 forward & 2 reverse 3 forward & 3 reverse 3 forward & 3 reverse

No of Tines 12 16 20 20

Wheels 4.00 x 8 4.00 x 8 4.00 x 10 5.00 x 10 6.50 x 12

Locking Differential No No Yes Yes Yes

Steering Brakes No No No Yes Yes

Weight 91kg 105kg up to 155kg up to 170kg up to 230kg

L x W x H 150 x 60 x 90cm 150 x 60 x 90cm 160 x 67 x 97cm 170 x 67 x 97cm

Warranty
Domestic Use = 3 years

Commercial Use = 2 years

Features 
> PowerSafe® clutch with 5-year warranty

> Tough engine protection

> All gear drive - no belts and chains - for superior levels of reliability and 
durability

> Anti-vibration handlebars

> Handlebars can be easily offset to avoid walking on cultivated ground 
and height adjusted for operator comfort and safety

> Simple digging depth adjustment

> Hard wearing tines which are very easy to replace

> Parking brake as standard

> Machines can operate a range of other implements including mowing 
and snow clearing attachments*

Easily adjustable handlebar height Heavy-duty individually replaceable tines Rotating handlebars for other implements*

Ground 
Cultivation

C15D Rotavator

The C15D is one of the most powerful walk behind 
rotavators available today.  It features a 14hp 
Lombardini diesel engine and a huge reinforced 85cm 
rotavator box.

This is an ideal machine for landscape contractors, 
nurseries and other professional users.  The C15 will 
tackle any rotavating task that can be thrown at it.

*Not C15D Rotavator
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C2000 Tiller

Engine
Honda GX160 petrol or

Honda GC160 petrol

Working Width 640mm (25”)

Working Depth 200mm (8”)

Speeds 1 Forward

Weight 69kg

L x W x H 140 x 70 x 84cm

Warranty
Domestic Use = 5 years

Commercial Use = 2 years

Features 
> High torque, heavy-duty chain case for long life

> Simple, single lever operation

> Built-in front lifting handle

> Full width steel tine guards for operator protection and safety

> Height adjustable handlebars which also fold over the machine for easy   
 transportation

> Easy to replace heavy-duty tines

Specification

Manufactured by Tracmaster the CAMON C2000 
Tiller has been designed and built for commercial 
use, but at a price to suit domestic customers.

The front transport wheel makes it easy to 
move around site, and it is capable of producing 
excellent results on, for example, garden borders, 
allotments and vegetable plots.

The C2000 is built to last and to back that up it 
now has a market leading 5 year warranty.

Heavy-duty individually replaceable tines

Durable bolt up chain case
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LA20 Lawn Aerator
Manufactured by Tracmaster, the LA20 Lawn 
Aerator has been designed to be strong and 
simple to use.

The ‘‘off-set’’ crank system allows the power of 
the engine to punch the tines into the ground.  
Unlike other aerators weights are not required 
to be taken on and off depending on ground 
conditions. 

Supplied with both hollow corer tines and solid 
spikes as standard, it takes less than 2 minutes to 
swap between them.  Hollow coring in particular 
is an essential part of keeping a lawn healthy 
in the long term.  It allows oxygen, fertiliser and 
water to gain easier access to the grass roots. 

Large pneumatic tyres help to minimise tread 
marks and allow for fantastic manoeuvrability.

Features 
> Corers and spikes supplied as standard, less than 2 minutes to change

> Straightforward operation 

> Folding handlebars for easy transportation and storage

> Pneumatic tyres minimise tread marks

> Reliable and powerful Honda petrol engine

Specification
Engine Honda GX160 petrol 

Working Width 400mm (16”)

Aeration Depth 75mm (3”)

Spike Details 10mm (1/3”)  - outer diameter

Corer Details
19mm (3/4”)  - outer diameter

15mm (1/2”)  - inner diameter

Weight 90kg

L x W x H 100 x 70 x 68cm

Warranty
Domestic Use = 5 years

Commercial Use = 2 years

Easy access for changing tines

Lawn & Turf Care
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LS42 Lawn Scarifier

Features 
> Simple one lever operation

> Large collection bag is easy to remove and reattach

> Interchangeable rotor assemblies

> Folding handlebars for easy transportation and storage

> Puncture-proof tyres

> Reliable and powerful Honda petrol engine

Specification
Engine Honda GX160 petrol 

Working Width 420mm (17”)

Rotor Assembly

LS42 Free swinging blades (30)

LS42R Spring rake (30)

LS42F Fixed blades (12)

Weight 50kg

L x W x H 80 x 64 x 60cm

Warranty
Domestic Use = 5 years

Commercial Use = 2 years

The CAMON LS42 range comprises a Lawn 
Scarifier, Lawn Rake, and Lawn Slitter each offering 
outstanding results in different applications.  The 
three rotors are completely interchangeable so you 
can add a different rotor to your machine at a later 
date.

A centrifugal clutch guarantees that the machine 
will not operate when the engine is idling, which 
ensures the machine is only operating when you 
want it to.

A floating front axle helps the LS42 to follow 
the contours of the lawn.  A lockable fine height 
adjustment alters the working height allowing for 
precise control.

Simple height adjustment
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Lawn Scarifier Rotor

Our most popular all round rotor, it is fitted with 
30 independently sprung free-swinging blades. 
The fine blade spacing and the staggered layout 
mean the LS42 will remove more thatch than other 
comparable machines. The blades are of a ‘wasted’ 
design so they keep their edge for longer and 
continue to provide fantastic performance.

The rotor assembly can be reversed to double the 
life-time of the blades.

Lawn Rake Rotor

The CAMON LS42R Lawn Rake is the least aggressive 
rotor and offers the ability for all year round 
scarification, 

Fitted with 30 durable free-swinging springs, the 
LS42R effortlessly cleans lawns of unwanted moss 
and thatch without aggressively disrupting the soil or 
healthy growing grass.

Lawn Slitter Rotor

This is the most aggressive rotor and is fitted with 
12 heavy-duty fixed blades.  Each blade is 2mm 
thick which allows for deeper scarification.

This is ideal for improving drainage or if you need to 
overseed.

The LS42 chassis can be fitted with any of the three rotor assemblies.

Lawn & Turf Care
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TC07 Turf Cutter
The self-propelled TC07 Turf Cutter features 
a gearbox and chain drive, which provides an 
extremely positive drive to the rear wheels. This 
ensures that even in difficult ground conditions 
the CAMON TC07 Turf Cutter will keep driving 
forward.

The TC07 has fine depth adjustment between 
10mm to 35mm.  The hardened steel cutting 
blade can be reversed, providing double the life.

The TC07 Turf Cutter is fitted with a heavy duty 
centrifugal clutch which ensures that it will not 
operate when the engine is idling.

Vibration is kept to a minimum thanks to the 
extremely effective four point anti-vibration 
handlebars.

Features 
> Heavy-duty gearbox

> Easy depth adjustment

> Folding handlebars for easy transportation and storage

> Reversible cutting blade for double the life

> Pneumatic turf tyres minimise tread marks

> Reliable and powerful Honda petrol engine

Specification
Engine Honda GX160 petrol 

Working Width 300mm (12”)

Cutting Depth 10mm to 35mm (1/2” to 11/2”)

Drive Positive gear drive

Weight 93kg

L x W x H 170 x 67 x 97cm

Warranty
Domestic Use = 5 years

Commercial Use = 2 years

Positive gear drive
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C500 Stump Grinder
The CAMON C500 Stump Grinder is equipped with 
a powerful Honda GX390 petrol engine and an 
extra heavy-duty centrifugal clutch, which ensure 
optimum power, reliability and performance. 

The grinding disc is fitted with 8 durable heavy-
duty carbide teeth, the blade tips can be re-
sharpened a number of times.

For operator comfort and safety, the brake lever, 
throttle and choke are all mounted within easy 
reach on the handlebar, while the handlebar 
itself is easily adjustable in three positions.  The 
large wheels allow for easy manoeuvrability, 
particularly over rough or uneven ground.

The CAMON C500 can tackle stumps of any 
diameter and has the ability to grind stumps 
up to 22" (56cm) above ground and down to 13" 
(33cm) below ground.  At just 25" (64cm) wide the 
C500 can access the most confined areas, easily 
fitting through a standard garden gate.

Features 
> Heavy-duty carbide teeth, blade tips can be re-sharpened

> Heavy-duty centrifugal clutch

> Very narrow allowing for easy access

> Cyclonic air filter ensures engine is kept free of dust

> Reliable and powerful Honda petrol engine

> Adjustable handlebars

Specification
Engine Honda GX390 petrol

Cutting Height 560mm (22”) above ground

Cutting Depth 330mm (13”) below ground

Number of Teeth 8

Weight 118kg

L x W x H 170 x 64 x 125cm

Warranty
Domestic Use = 3 years

Commercial Use = 2 years

Tungsten carbide teeth

Green Waste 
Management
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Chippers & 
Shredders

C50i with chute and bag disconnected

C50i Garden Chipper

The CAMON C50i Garden Chipper is a solid effective 
machine for disposing of garden waste including 
branches, brushwood and prunings.

This superb machine is very simple to operate and comes 
complete with an easy to remove bag for collecting the 
chippings.  With a convenient handle on the chute and 
large wheels it is very easy to move around the garden.  
The feed chute can be disconnected in seconds, making 
the C50i extremely easy to transport.

C80 Chipper Shredder

The CAMON C80 Chipper Shredder features both a chipping 
chute and a chute for shredding.

The chipping chute will reduce branches and saplings to 
chippings in seconds, while the shredding chute will turn 
green vegetation, hedge clippings etc, into compostable 
mulch without blocking.  The discharge grille is adjustable to 
cope with both wet and dry vegetation.  

For easy storage and manoeuvrability the side chute can be 
locked in an upright position.

C80 discharge grille with safety cover C150 with chute hinged for transportation

Whether you are clearing your garden or a 
professional landscaper looking to recycle 
large volumes of green waste, our CAMON 
range of Chippers and Shredders are ideally 
suited to help you accomplish your task.

Powered by Honda engines, CAMON 
Chippers and Shredders are simple to 
operate and extremely effective.
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Specifications
C50i C80 C150

Engine Honda GX160 petrol Honda GX270 petrol Honda GX390 petrol

Chipping Capacity 50mm (2”) 50mm (2”) 90mm (31/2”)

Shredding Capacity - 13mm (1/2”) 20mm (3/4”)

No of Chipping Blades 1 1 1

No of Shredding Hammers - 27 36

Weight 59kg 80kg 160kg

L x W x H 71 x 61 x 60cm 107 x 71* x 145cm 173 x 94* x 150cm

Warranty
Domestic Use = 3 years

Commercial Use = 2 years

C150 Chipper Shredder

The CAMON C150 Chipper Shredder is similar in design to 
the C80, featuring both a shredding chute and a chipping 
chute.  However it has the added power of the 13hp Honda 
GX390 engine and larger chutes meaning it will process the 
wood up to twice as fast.

The C150 has wheelbarrow style handlebars ensuring 
that for a large machine it is easy to transport around the 
garden or in and out of trailers.

Green Waste 
Management

C80 shredding blades Reliable Honda petrol engines

*with chute in hinged position
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Log Splitters

SP4E Log Splitter

Compact and easy to store the 4 ton SP4E is the ideal unit 
for producing smaller logs and kindling for use in the home.  
Minimum maintenance and upkeep make this machine 
ideal for your yearly log splitting requirements.

Turbo 7 Log Splitter

With a 7 ton splitting force this compact unit packs a real 
punch.  Key features include a two speed ram; a fast speed 
gets the splitting wedge to the log quickly and a slow speed 
offers a more powerful split for hard logs.  This unit is ideal 
for both domestic and professional users who need a log 
splitter that is easy to transport but can get the work done.

Turbo 8E & 8P Log Splitters

Available with either a 2.2kW electric motor or a Honda 
GX160 petrol engine, the Turbo 8E and 8P log splitters 
have 8 tons of splitting power.

These units feature a robust stand meaning the 
operator works at a convenient height.

SP8E Log Splitter

There are a number of great features that make the SP8E 
an ideal choice for the professional user.  The splitting 
wedge can be moved to 4 different positions meaning 
logs of over 1m can be split.  The stroke of the ram can be 
altered so smaller logs can be split more efficiently without 
the ram having to travel all the way back every stroke.

SP5EN Log Splitter

This 5 ton log splitter incorporates a sturdy stand allowing 
the operator to work at a convenient height when splitting 
logs.  A simple collection tray catches the split logs whilst 
two wheels on the frame allow the SP5EN to be moved 
with the minimum effort.  This is an excellent tool for 
domestic users who need to split large numbers of logs.

Simple and effective, CAMON Log Splitters 
make light work of turning large log into 
usable sizes for home fires and log burners.

In particular the CAMON range offers a 
comprehensive variety of sizes and power 
options, allowing you to choose the most 
suitable for your splitting and storage 
requirements.
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VSD42 Log Splitter

The VSD42 is a go anywhere log splitter designed 
for professional forestry use.   Mounted on a road-
legal trailer, the VSD42 is designed to be towed in the 
horizontal position and then used in the vertical.  With 
17 tons of log splitting power the VSD42 will process 
quickly and efficiently any wood that can be thrown at it.

SC45E Circular Saw
This powerful but compact saw 
is capable of cutting logs up to 
15cm diameter.

The saw features a variable 
stop bar which ensures that 
logs of repeatable length can be 
produced.

The sprung loaded cradle that the 
log sits in ensures the fixed saw 
blade is guarded at all times.

Green Waste 
Management

SP9P Log Splitter

Powered by a Briggs & Stratton Vanguard petrol engine, 
the SP9P log splitter is a machine capable of splitting 
logs up to 110cm in length.

The key feature of the SP9P is that it can be used in 
both the vertical and horizontal position, depending on 
operator choice and size of logs.  The splitting wedge can 
be moved to its lowest position for easier transportation 
and storage.

Specifications
SP4E SP5EN Turbo 7 Turbo 8E Turbo 8P SP8E SP9P VSD42 SC45E

Power 1.5kW electric 1.6kW electric 1.5kW electric 2.2kW electric Honda GX160 
5.5hp petrol 2kW electric Briggs & Stratton 

6.5hp petrol
Briggs & Stratton 
petrol 2.1kW electric

Thrust (tons) 4 5 7 8 8 8 9 17 n/a

Log Capacity 370mm 520mm 520mm 520mm 520mm 570 / 670 / 820 / 
1080mm 590/1100mm 550/1100mm 150mm

Sawblade Dia. - - - - - - - - 40/45

Weight 35kg 50kg 65kg 65kg 70kg 110kg 152kg 153kg 59kg

L x W x H 82 x 28 x 46cm 116 x 46 x 
106cm

107 x 30 x 
53cm

150 x 53 x 
108/115cm

68 x 102 x 
107/160cm

200 x 93 x 
91cm

80 x 80 x 
102cm

Warranty
Domestic Use = 1 year

Commercial Use = 1 year
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Brushcutters

These new CAMON brushcutters are designed 
to satisfy the needs and working demands of 
all users.

Features include anti-vibration and adjustable 
handlebars for perfect weight distribution, 
market leading engines, safety goggles, bump 
feed head and grass blade as standard.

We also supply a large range of alternative 
cutting heads from clearing saws to the 
fantastic Nylsaw Speed heads.

HO 25 Brushcutter

The HO 25 features the super-
efficient and quiet 4-stroke Honda 
GX25 engine.  This brushcutter is 
lightweight, yet robust and powerful 
enough to tackle heavy undergrowth. 
The HO 25 has a D Loop style handle 
and shoulder harness.

HO 35 Brushcutter

The HO 35 features the powerful 
4-stroke Honda GX35 engine.  The 
adjustable bike style handlebars and 
comfortable shoulder harness give 
greater control and allow the operator 
to work for longer without fatigue. 
Landscapers and domestic customers 
alike will find this a brushcutter that will 
give years of fantastic performance.

TJ 27 E Brushcutter

The TJ 27 is powered by a fuel efficient 
2-stroke 26cc Kawasaki engine. It 
has a single harness and comfortable 
adjustable loop handle and weighing 
just over 5kg, the TJ 27 is light and 
easy to use.  It is great brushcutter 
for gardeners who need a heavy duty 
strimmer to quickly clear overgrown 
areas.

TJ 35 E Brushcutter

The TJ 35 E brushcutter features an 
easy start 2-stroke 34cc Kawasaki 
engine.  It comes with either a D 
Loop style handle for use in more 
confined areas, or a bike style handle 
for greater control and longer use. 
The TJ 35 also has a thicker, 27mm, 
shaft for added rigidity.  The TJ 35 is 
designed for gardeners who want a 
brushcutter offering a professional 
work rate.

TJ 45 E Brushcutter

The TJ 45 is fitted with a powerful 
2-stroke 45cc Kawasaki engine.  A 
comfortable shoulder harness and 
ergonomic bike type handlebars are 
fitted as standard which lessens 
fatigue when using for long periods. 
The 1 litre fuel tank will allow for over 
1 hr 30 mins of continuous heavy use.

TJ 53 E Brushcutter

The TJ 53 E is the most powerful 
brushcutter in our range and features 
an extremely powerful 2-stroke 53cc 
Kawasaki engine.  Whether fitted with 
the grass blade or strimmer line it will 
make light work of even the heaviest 
of vegetation.  The adjustable bike 
style handlebars, padded shoulder 
harness and fantastic balance ensure 
less fatigue when using for long 
periods.  The TJ 53 is a truly professional 
brushcutter designed to be used in the 
harshest of applications.
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Specifications
HO 25 HO 35 TJ 27 E TJ 35 E TJ 45 E TJ 53 E Combi TJ 35 Combi HO 25

Power 25cc Honda GX25 
4-stroke petrol

35.8cc Honda GX35 
4-stroke petrol

26.3cc Kawasaki 
2-stroke petrol

34.4cc Kawasaki 
2-stroke petrol

45.4cc Kawasaki 
2-stroke petrol

53.2cc Kawasaki 
2-stroke petrol

34.4cc Kawasaki 
2-stroke petrol

25cc Honda GX25 
4-stroke petrol

Shaft Dia. 24mm 27mm 24mm 27mm 27mm 27mm 24mm 24mm

Handle D-Loop Bike-Type D-Loop D-Loop Bike-
Type Bike-Type Bike-Type D-Loop D-Loop

Attachments - - - - - -
Brushcutter
Hedgetrimmer
Chain Pruner
75cm Extension

Brushcutter
Hedgetrimmer
Chain Pruner
75cm Extension

Weight 5.3kg 7.7kg 5.1kg 6.2kg 6.9kg 7.6kg 7.4kg 4.7kg 4.47kg

Warranty
Domestic Use = 1 year

Commercial Use = 1 year

NEW 100% BIODEGRADABLE BIOFIL CUTTING WIRE 
The revolutionary new BIOFIL cutting wire for brushcutters is now available. The wire offers extremely high performance and 
durability, while being 100% biodegradable.

Cutting & 
Clearing

Combi TJ 35 Brushcutter

The Combi TJ 35 Brushcutter is fitted with a 34cc 
Kawasaki 2-stroke engine and an ergonomic D loop 
carrying handle.  This lightweight machine offers 
superb performance in every configuration and can be 
changed from one tool to the other in seconds. 

The hedgetrimmer has a rotating head to allow 
flexibility in cutting all shapes and sizes of hedge, whilst 
the brushcutter head is fitted with a bump feed as 
standard but can be easily converted to blades and 
other alternatives.  The chainsaw has its own oil supply 
and allows you to cut hard to reach branches safely.  A 
75cm extension is included to help access those hard 
to reach places.

Combi HO 25 Brushcutter

The Combi HO 25 Brushcutter is a lightweight multi-
function in tool powered by a reliable 4-stroke Honda 
engine.  The easy start Honda engine can be filled with 
standard unleaded fuel, removing the need for mixing 
specialist 2-stroke fuel. 

The brushcutter is fitted with a bump feed head as 
standard but it can be fitted with a variety of different 
or more specialised heads.  The double headed 
hedgetrimmer can be angled to ensure maximum 
cutting efficiency on every type and size of hedge. The 
pole saw allows you to safely cut tall branches with the 
minimum of effort.  A 75cm extension is included to 
help access those hard to reach places.
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Lawnmowers

The new lawnmowers from CAMON are 
ideally suited to both private homeowners 
and professional users and offer maximum 
reliability and mowing quality for areas up to 
3,000m2.

The range includes steel or aluminium deck 
machines with either push or self-propelled 
drive, simple height adjustment, bearings in 
the wheels, grass collection bags and foldable 
handlebars for easier storage.

Taurus 41 Lawnmower

The Taurus 41 is a 16’’ (41cm) push steel deck 
mower powered by an easy to start and 
economical 148cc Briggs & Stratton engine.  
The cutting height can be adjusted through 
6 positions from 25mm to 75mm by a single 
lever.  This is an easy to push mower fitted 
with a 45L collector bag ideally suited for 
small to medium sized gardens.

Taurus 46 W Lawnmower

The Taurus 46 W is an 18’’ (46cm) push steel 
deck mower powered by a 158cc Briggs 
& Stratton engine.  The cutting height is 
adjustable through 6 different positions 
from 30mm to 90mm with two levers.  It 
features large rear wheels which increase 
manoeuvrability and stability on uneven 
terrain.  The grass can either be collected using 
the 65L collection bag or mulched by using the 
easy to fit mulching plug.  The 46 W is ideally 
suited to small and medium sized lawns.

Taurus 46 T Lawnmower

The Taurus 46 T is an 18’’ (46cm) self-
propelled steel deck mower powered by a 
158cc Briggs & Stratton engine. The cutting 
height is adjustable through 6 positions from 
30mm to 90mm, by using a single lever.  The 
mowing speed for the 46 T is 3.6km/h and 
the collection bag is 60L.  It is supplied with a 
mulching plug so grass can either be collected 
or mulched.  The 46 T is ideally suited to small 
and medium sized lawns.

Taurus 46 TH Lawnmower

The Taurus 46 TH is an 18’’ (46cm) self-
propelled steel deck mower powered by the 
superb Honda GCV 135 engine.  The cutting 
height is adjustable through 5 positions from 
30mm to 75mm by using a single lever.  The 
46 TH has a mowing speed of 3.6km/h and 
a collection bag of 60L.  The cut grass can 
either be collected or mulched by using the 
supplied mulch plug.  This is a mower perfect 
for small to medium sized gardens.

Taurus 51 T Lawnmower

The Taurus 51 T is a 20’’ (51cm) self-propelled 
steel deck rotary mower powered by a powerful 
190cc Briggs & Stratton engine. The cutting 
height is adjustable via a single lever through 5 
positions from 30mm to 75mm. The 51 T is a 
3-in-1 mower, you can either collect the grass 
with its large 65L bag, discharge overgrown 
grass through its side or mulch the grass with 
the supplied mulch plug.  The mowing speed of 
the 51 T is 3.6km/h and this mower is ideally 
suited to medium to large lawns.

Taurus 51 TH Lawnmower

The Taurus 51 TH is a 20’’ (51cm) self-propelled 
steel deck rotary mower powered by the 
powerful and easy to start Honda GCV160  
engine.  The cutting height is adjustable from 
30mm to 75mm, through 5 positions by a 
single lever.  The 51 TH is a 3-in-1 mower, either 
collect the grass with its large 65L bag, discharge 
overgrown grass through its side or mulch the 
grass with the supplied mulch plug.  The mowing 
speed of the 51 TH is 3.6km/h and this mower is 
ideally suited to medium to large lawns.
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Specifications
Taurus 41 Taurus 46 W Taurus 46 T Taurus 46 TH Taurus 51 T Taurus 51 TH Taurus 53 TWA

Engine 148cc Briggs & 
Stratton 450 petrol

158cc Briggs & 
Stratton 500 petrol

158cc Briggs & 
Stratton 500 petrol

135cc Honda 
GCV135 petrol

190cc Briggs & 
Stratton 675 petrol

160cc Honda 
GCV160 petrol

190cc Briggs & 
Stratton 675 petrol

Cutting Width 410mm (16”) 460mm (18”) 460mm (18”) 460mm (18”) 510mm (20”) 510mm (20”) 530mm (21”)

Cutting Height 25-75mm (1-3”) 30-90mm (11/4-31/2”) 30-90mm (11/4-31/2”) 30-75mm (11/4-3”) 30-75mm (11/4-3”) 30-75mm (11/4-3”) 25-80mm (1-31/4”)

Drive Push Push Self-Propelled Self-Propelled Self-Propelled Self-Propelled Self-Propelled

Deck Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Aluminium

Collection Bag 45L 65L 60L 60L 65L 65L 70L

Weight 26kg 30kg 31kg 31kg 40kg 40kg 41kg

Warranty
Domestic Use = 1 year

Commercial Use = 1 year

Cutting & 
Clearing

Taurus 53 TWA Lawnmower

The Taurus 53 TWA is a 22’’ (53cm) self-propelled aluminium deck mower powered by a powerful 
190cc Briggs & Stratton engine.  The cutting height is adjustable by a single lever through 7 
positions from 2.5cm to 8cm.  It features large rear wheels which increase manoeuvrability and 
stability on uneven terrain.  The 53 TWA has a very large 70L collection bag or the grass can be 
mulched with the included mulch plug.  The aluminium deck not only makes the lawnmower lighter 
it is also less resistant to corrosion caused by long exposure to grass.  This makes the Taurus 53 
TWA an extremely durable mower that will outlast traditional steel deck lawnmowers.

WHY MULCH?
It is typically up to a third faster to cut the lawn.  The mulched grass will also act as a natural fertiliser.  The mulched grass is cut 
up into much smaller pieces which will break down faster than normal cut grass.
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Hedge 
Trimmers

Specifications
HT 510 B SLP 600 N TJ 23

Power 18v Li-ion Samsung battery 24.4cc 2-stroke petrol 23.3cc Kawasaki 2-stroke petrol

Blade Length 51cm double-sided blade 60cm double-sided blade 60cm double-sided blade

Blade Brake No Yes Yes

Adjustable Handle No Yes Yes

Weight 2.1kg 6.3kg 5.4kg

Warranty
Domestic Use = 1 year

Commercial Use = 1 year

HT 510 B Hedge Trimmer

The HT 510 B is a battery operated hedge 
trimmer with 50cm long double guided, 
alternate action blade.  This incredibly 
lightweight and very simple to use hedge 
trimmer can be used by anyone and it 
really packs a punch.  It is easily capable 
of trimming all types of hedges and has 
a battery life of approximately 45mins of 
start/stop use.

SLP 600 N Hedge Trimmer

The SLP 600 N is a petrol driven hedge 
trimmer with a 5 position twist style 
adjustable handle and a double guided, 
alternate action blade.  At only 6.3kg this 
is a lightweight hedge trimmer, with a 
great power to weight ratio.  Importantly 
it also has low vibration due to its anti-
vibration system.  This is a great value 
petrol hedge trimmer and one we would 
recommend for domestic use.

TJ 23 Hedge Trimmer

The TJ 23 is a petrol driven hedge trimmer with 
a 5 position twist style adjustable handle and a 
double guided, alternate action blade.  The twist 
handle helps to give more accurate control, when 
for example shaping hedges.  This, along with the 
industry leading 2-stroke Kawasaki engine and the 
anti-vibration handles, ensure that this is a hedge 
cutter designed to be used commercially and used 
all day.

The new CAMON range of hedge trimmers 
includes models to suit domestic and 
professional customers alike.

Features include low vibration, double 
alternate action blades and great balance.
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Specifications
DINO T

Engine 3.5hp petrol

Cutting Width 57cm

Cutting Height 3-6cm

Weight 40kg

Warranty
Domestic Use = 1 year

Commercial Use = 1 year

Wheeled Strimmer
The Dino T is a self-propelled wheeled strimmer capable of making light work of overgrown weeds 
and vegetation.  The cutting width is 57cm (22’’) while the cutting height is adjustable between 
3-6cm.

A protective shield and guards ensure that the cut material and any loose debris cannot be thrown 
back at the operator

Cutting & 
Clearing

Blower/Vacuum
Eliminate the need for rakes, brooms, shovels, and gathering with your hands with 
the new CAMON EBV 260 BN Blower/Vacuum.

This machine blows and sucks anything that enters its suction hose including 
waste, small branches, leaves, grass, paper, pine cones, and more for elimination in 
the 45 litre collection bag.  It has a mulching ratio of 10:1 so it is also a great way of 
getting the compost started.

Specifications
EBV 260 BV

Engine 25.4cc 2-stroke petrol

Mulching Ratio 10:1

Collection Bag 45 litres

Weight 5.7kg as vacuum / 4.6kg as blower

Warranty
Domestic Use = 1 year

Commercial Use = 1 year
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Specifications
NEA HO 35 T 135 HO

Power 35cc Honda GX35 petrol 135cc Honda GCV135 petrol

Auger Length 80cm 100cm

Max Depth* 120cm 200cm 

Auger Not included Not included

Weight 10.1kg 27kg

Augers Available 8cm (3”) 10cm (4”)

10cm (4”) 15cm (6”)

12cm (5”) 20cm (8”)

15cm (6”) 25cm (10”)

18cm (7”) 30cm (12”)

20cm (8”)

25cm (10”)

Depth Extension 40cm (16”) 50cm (20”)

Warranty
Domestic Use = 1 year

Commercial Use = 1 year

*Max depth is with Depth Extension

Post Hole 
Borers

These new CAMON hole borers are ideal 
for quickly and efficiently creating holes for 
post driving, fencing or tree planting even on 
sloping ground.

These hole borers are indispensable tools 
for farming and forest management, garden 
centres and construction yards, and with 
the option of a one-man or a two-man hole 
borer, there is a machine for all tasks.

NEA HO 35 Hole Borer

The NEA HO 35 is a one-man hole borer designed to be 
simple to use but robust enough for commercial use.  It 
is powered by the easy to start and market leading GX35 
engine.  It also features both a reduction gearbox and a 
clutch system, ensuring good torque but also the unit will 
only drive the auger when you want it to.

T 135 HO Hole Borer

The T 135 HO is a two-man hole borer featuring the 
4-stroke Honda GCV135 engine.  The T 135 has a number 
of important features that ensure it is an ideal machine for 
contractors.  It has a reduction gearbox for increased torque, 
it also has a clutch system so that if the auger catches the 
clutch will slip.  Most importantly, for a larger machine, the 
auger can be reversed which makes it far simpler to remove 
the unit if it gets caught under a tree root, for example.
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Tracmaster Ltd
Sovereign Centre
Victoria Road
Burgess Hill
RH15 9LR

Tel: 01444 247689
Fax: 01444 871612
Email: info@tracmaster.co.uk
Web: www.tracmaster.co.uk

Your local authorised dealer is:

The information in this brochure is indicative only.  Models and specifications are subject to change without prior notice.


